
Greetings!
Following is an open letter to Andrew Wilson, professor at UTS in Barrytown, NY. 

Dear Andrew,
I just read your essay on AppliedUnificationism.com, "I Have an Issue with That!"
in which you express your dismay with the Perfection Level Blessing of True
Father and Hyun Shil Kang, Father's first disciple after he finished writing Wolli
Wonbon in 1952. This ceremony was officiated by Hyung Jin Nim, as Father's
anointed heir, on September 23, 2017, effectively installing Hyung Shil Kang as the
new True Mother.
        One topic that you and I agree upon is
that we are living in shocking times, when
we are seeing things happen in the
Unification Movement that none of us
would ever have predicted and find hard to
believe as they unfold before our eyes. The
question that should be viewed through a
principled perspective is --what is causing
these events?
        I thought it was very revealing that you
quote from a spirit world message from St.
Augustine that was channeled through Young Soon Kim in 1998. Thank you for
acknowledging that Father repeatedly affirmed the validity of Young Soon Kim's
messages from the spirit world and insisted that they be published in St.
Augustine's Confessions from the Spiritual World (2000) and A Cloud of
Witnesses: The Saint's Testimonies to the True Parents (2002) as well as many
other messages including the Writings of Dr. Sang Hun Lee from the Spirit
World.
        Andrew, you neglected to mention to your readers that just last
year Young Soon Kim made public two new spirit world messages, in
October, 2016, one from Dae Mo Nim, the Han Mother's own mother,
Soon-ae Hong, and the other from True Father himself. Wouldn't that
be worth knowing?
 
As reported by Young Soon Kim, Dae Mo Nim communicated the following:
 

Who then is the person whom True Father loves most?  It is
True Mother, of course.  Members!  Yet I am sorry, but I
have to say that True Mother is not living rightly now.  True
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Mother is not who she was in the past, and she is now more
than a little conceited and arrogant.  Deviating much from
the position of the Messiah's wife and rather priding herself
as being "the Messiah," she is building up her own subjective
works in the name of providence and altering the
providential accomplishments and legacies True Father as
the Messiah worked for in various areas.  The True Mother
of today is not the Messiah. 
       And it seems that there are many controversies over
True Mother's being "the only-begotten daughter" in many
respects, but certainly most of her interpretations

concerning the issue of the only-begotten daughter are wrong.  True Mother is just the wife of
the Messiah.  Both in the spirit world and in the physical world, she should not deviate from
her position of being the Messiah's wife in terms of all providential works the Messiah carries
out.  Yet some leaders and elders who push forward with various plans around True Mother
seem to merely comply with the reality of her deviating from her original position, without
causing any unpleasantness.  Where on earth is such a teaching in True Father's words, as
well as in the Divine Principle?        
        Members!  Facing and intuiting the reality of True Mother which has gone wrong, every
member here in this spirit world deeply deplores it.  Members in the physical world, what will
you do about it?  Do you want True Mother to leave from the upper level of the spirit world
where True Father stays?  That should never happen.  This wrong reality on earth must be
cleared in the physical world. If it is true that True Father in the spirit world is very
concerned and worried about the reality of True Mother in the physical world, what will you
do about it?  Please ask yourself and each other and try to pray for yourself.  Please clear off
everything on earth in accordance with the voice from your original mind.    (English text of
Spirit World Message from Dae Mo Nim as reported by Young Soon Kim)  
 
Here is a key part of the message channeled by Young Soon Kim from True Father:
 
I would like to speak about Mother now. 
Mother has left the position of the bride of the
Messiah. Even if I don't say this to you - you
already have seen how Mother has been living her
life - and you are even  observing her right now!
       Kim Yong Hwi, Lee Jae Seok, are you truly so
ignorant of what the real core of what my teaching
is, of what True Father taught, while he was on
earth? I clearly told you and taught you: "Do not
touch True Father's words." Do you believe what
you are now doing with True Mother is in
accordance with heavenly law?
      Why can't you clearly reveal that teaching of
mine to True Mother? Do you really want to be
with the Messiah when you come to the spiritual
world? Or are you going to go and stay in the lower levels?
      What you have in the physical world is really not that great or fantastic. How can you say
that Mother was born without original sin? How can you say that she was without original
sin from the time she was born as the 'Only Begotten Daughter' - with no connection with
Satan?
       You - the 36 couples, the [FFWPU] president, leaders and everyone in the unification
family - you are my precious children, yet you have wounded your True Father, and the heart
of your True Father!
       Why are you unable to distinguish between what is true and what is false in True
Mother's words? Now is the time that all of you [FFWPU] leaders, the 36 couples and the
president have to repent of all that is wrong in your lives and put things in order and
then come to the spiritual world. (full text in English and Korean of True Father's message
from the Spirit World, "You Have Wounded Your True Father!" as reported by Young Soon
Kim on October 6, 2016)
 
Andrew, aren't these messages worth prayerfully considering? Don't they confirm
much of Hyung Jin Nim has been saying, that Mother has left her proper position
as loving object to Father in order to override Father's clear directions on key
providential issues and to assert that she was born without original sin and is
therefore the Messiah, not Father?
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        Regarding St. Augustine, as one who dedicated his
life to study and spread the message of Christ at his first
coming, we have come to understand through Young
Soon Kim's channeled messages that he also embraced
True Father Sun Myung Moon as the second coming of
Christ. Would he not, as someone who loved both the
first Christ, Jesus, and the second Christ, Sun Myung
Moon, be willing to sacrifice his own blessing in order
for the position of True Parents to be restored?
        Since Mother's participation in a secret "marriage"
ceremony at the Cheon Jeong Gung palace on January

18, 2012 while True Father was in Yeosu [1] could be viewed as the archangel
Lucifer taking the wife of the Messiah, would not St. Augustine's voluntary offering
of his wife Hyung Shil Kang to True Father be equivalent to the archangel "giving
back" Eve to Adam? Wouldn't such an unselfish act on the part of St. Augustine
and Hyung Shil Kang be an historic providential victory worthy of praise, not
scorn?
        Shocking as these events are, I believe many Unificationists know in their
heart of hearts that what Mother has been saying and doing since Father's passing,
changing his words in the 8 great textbooks, kicking out the anointed heir Hyung
Jin Nim within months of Father's passing, and lifting up herself while barely
mentioning Father, is not right.
        Furthermore, considering that the 3rd level (Perfection) Blessing of True
Parents never took place while Father was alive on the earth, since he canceled
this providential event in 2012, it suggests that Father knew even then she was
capable of such actions. 
        If Unificationists pray they will also become aware of Heaven's rejoicing that
True Father is no longer alone and that the position of True Parents has been
restored! He who has eyes to see and ears to hear...
       I'd like to share words from Rev. Yu Jeong Ok, whom Father authorized to
teach the Original Substance of the Divine Principle, about the Perfection Level
Blessing of True Parents that took place on September 23, 2017 at the Unification
Sanctuary in Newfoundland, PA.
 
Then what is the 7th stage? It is the position of the wife of
True Parents. Han mother wasn't able to stand in the
position of the wife of True Parents. Father taught this
and told me that the Han mother followed Him diligently
but at the very end she betrayed him. I've heard Father
say this many times. Many of you might have not had the
opportunity to directly hear such Words from Father but
I have heard Father's Words many times.
       Up until now I have kept my mouth shut regarding
this topic for three years. However, Han mother was not
able to fulfill her role according to these Father's
teachings. When I saw that happening I felt that it cannot
continue any longer. From that point, I started to organize Father's words regarding this.
The conclusion here is that Han mother wasn't able to stand in the position of the wife to True
Parents. True Parents is God in substance and mother would have been in the position of the
wife of God. That would have been the destination.
       The blueprint was to liberate God on that day and observe the first day living in the
original ideal of creation. However, that day did not happen. As said in Father's words, the
position of True Mother in the palace of the Heavenly Nation [has been] empty. Therefore, the
authority to substantially fulfill this historical blueprint wasn't able to take root on this earth.
However, now it has. Nobody can invade this authority. Nobody. As time goes by Satan's
world will gradually crumble and if one is to turn away or deny the fruit of this cosmic level
providence centering on the 3 Kingships, he/she will eventually rot away. Then there will
come God's ideal world. (rest of Rev. Yu's talk given on 9/24/2017 about the Perfection Level
Blessing of True Parents)

Andrew, we see that three providential figures, Hyung Shil Kang, Father's first
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disciple in South Korea, Young Soon Kim, the medium whose messages Father
repeatedly endorsed and insisted be published and distributed as widely as
possible. and Rev. Yu Jeong Ok, whom Father commissioned to teach the OSDP
content throughout the world, all agree that the Han Mother has left her proper
position of attendance to Father and that those who follow her new unprincipled
theology will not be able to be together with True Father in the spirit world. 
       Sincere Unificationists will reflect on these facts and ask Heavenly Father for
His guidance about what responsibility they each have at this time in history as
well. 
 
Sincerely,
Richard

[1] Father's angry, pain-filled words at the 1.19.2012 hoon dok hae the next
morning can be viewed at bottom of the page at http://sanctuary-
pa.org/index.php/mlr/

   *********

58th True Children's Day and 
Ancestor Liberation/Blessing to be 
held on November 18 and 19, 2017!

*******

website launched!

**********

The Cheon Il Guk Constitution- did you know?
 

The Cheon Il Guk Constitution guarantees freedom of religion for ALL of its
citizens. Citizens have the right to free exercise of their faith, whether they are
Unificationist, Christian, pagan, atheist, or otherwise. They are to be judged by
their actions, not by the beliefs to which they hold.
 
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof." 
                           Constitution of the United States of Cheon Il Guk

********

Sign the petition to
Oppose FFWPU's Trademark Claim  
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for "Cheon Il Guk"!
 

*******

Sanctuary Online Store

*******
 

KingdomReports.TV
  

**********

Sign Up for Weekly Sanctuary Emails!
 

********

Post your Matching Profile and

learn of others who have done so at

SanctuaryBlessedLife.org 
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********

2014, 2015 & 2016 Unification Sanctuary Financial Statements

*******

May God bless you and your families! 

Sincerely,
Richard
Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA

Highlights from the King's Reports- NEW!
ChristKingdomGospel.org 

KingdomReports.TV, Sanctuary on Vimeo
Unification Sanctuary website, Sanctuary on Youtube, 

 Spanish Sanctuary Sermons, Sanctuary on Facebook
Korean Sermons on Youtube, Sanctuary Church - Japan

"Sanctuary Church" is short-hand for "World Peace and Unification Sanctuary" which is
from calligraphy on a scroll presented to Hyung Jin Moon by his father, Rev. Sun Myung
Moon. The purpose of the "World Peace and Unification Sanctuary, Inc." is to "preserve
and propagate the teachings of Reverend Sun Myung Moon."

See what's happening on our social sites
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